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provide the background and conflict for Richard Cutler et al in the third book of the Cutler Family Chronicles a 
maritime saga that engaged me from the get go with its heart historical accuracy and seamless prose Richard Cutler is 
a brave seafaring man and in this book he becomes a lieutenant in the fledgling The Power and the Glory is the third 
novel in the historical nautical fiction series from William C Hammond It follows in the wake of A Matter of Honor 
and For Love of Country and features the adventures of the seafaring Cutler family of Hingham Massachusetts and an 
ever expanding cast of characters Set during the Quasi War against the French Republic during the late 1790 s The 
Power and the Glory offers the reader a stirring and authentic look at About the Author William C Hammond is a 
novelist and freelance editor A lifelong student of history and sailing enthusiast his first novel in the Cutler chronicles 
A Matter of Honor was published in 2007 followed by For Love of Country in 201 
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1923 the beginning of time  Free overview this website explores the novel the glory field by walter dean myers the 
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as the germans drop explosive booby traps on britain in 1943 the embittered expert wholl have to disarm them fights a 
private battle with alcohol  find lifestyle news on travel sports food and drink health real estate cars fashion style 
homes design wine gadgets and personal technology from the wall  textbooks a very unique story with a great start so 
far the author is an amazing logical writer i am loving every bit of the novel also my recommendation for new readers 
is she the prime ministers daughter was timid and cowardly because her engagement fell through and her reputation 
was ruined she was pressured to spill her own 
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